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UNIRSI International and National Union of Roma and Sinti In Italy Federation of the Associations and the Autonomous Groups of Roma and Sinti in Italy European and Roma Travellers Forum from Strasbourg



REPORT Roma communities in Rome, Naples and Milan



UNIRSI – Piazza Antonio Meucci, 18 – 00146 Rome Italy



UNIRSI International and National Union of Roma and Sinti In Italy Federation of the Associations and the Autonomous Groups of Roma and Sinti in Italy European and Roma Travellers Forum from Strasbourg



In response to recent political developments and the most recent wave of racism against Roma people in Italy, a coalition of organizations, including UNIRSI, undertook a first – hand human rights documentation in Italy (between 23 and 30 may, 2008). That organizations conducted a surveying doing interviews to approximately 100 Romani persons who were living in formal and informal camps in Rome, Naples, Florence, Brescia, Milan and Turin. The organizations visited many formal and semi formal camps including: Secondigliano and Centro Lima (Naples); Salviati, River, Casilino 900 and Martora (Rome); Via Tribugnano (Milan); Nomads Camp of Brescia for Italian Sinti. The coalition also visited the following informal camps: Scampia, Ponticelli, Santa Maria, and Torre Annunziata Nord (Naples); Cave di Pietralata and an unnamed camp closed to Cave di Pietralata (Rome); Corsico and Bacula (Milan); Via Germagnano (Turin).



Despite being the country of Europe with the lowest percentage of Roma / Sinti (Greece counts equal number to Italy but with a population of only 10 million of people) Italy is behind at least 25 years compared to all policies integration for the people of the Roma / Sinti. While there are no official Census, a census carried out from various organizations (incluiding UNIRSI) on a national scale shows that the Roma and Sinti in Italy are about 170,000, of which 70,000 with Italian citizenship and 100,000 (in constant increase from Bulgaria and especially Romania) from the Balkans.
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30% of those 100,000 comes from Yugoslavia, and the rest comes from Romania, with a few hundred presences coming from Bulgaria and Poland. The last two generations of Roma "Yugoslavs" were born in a country, Italy, which does not recognize the “jus soli” and then denies to children the basic requirements for a balanced education and integration: citizenship. The minority of Roma / Sinti is characterized by low life expectancy (the average age is about 40 to 50 years) and by the presence of a high percentage of children (60% of the Roma and Sinti population is less than 18 years old. The 47% of children is from 6 to 14 years old; 23% of children is between 15 and 18 years old; the remaining percentage of children (30%) is between 0 and 5 years old).



The Roma and Sinti people with italian citizenship are about 70,000. Today in Italy the Sinti and Roma communities (called "gipsies" and "nomads" in dispregiative and ethnocentric way) are still object of discrimination, exclusion and segregation. Discrimination is extended to all fields, in both the public and private, so the exclusion and economic and social segregation of Sinti and Roma becomes ethnic discrimination (Recommendation n.1557/2002 Council of Europe). In Italy, the many Roma and Sinti communities are not recognized as National Linguistic Minorities and therefore do not enjoy the rights that this status provides. The social policies aimed at Roma and Sinti populations tend openly to social inclusion, and integration. Sinti and Roma communities are rarely considered protagonists of social thinking, of policies of integration, direct participation and cultural mediation. Italy denies to Sinti and Roma communities the application of the European directives on Linguistic Minorities protecting minority languages and also denies the Convention on National Minorities. In many cases Roma and Sinti see denied the basic rights like residence, health, education, work. In Italy we still build the "nomads camps" which are places of segregation that imprison individuals against their will. In Italy, most of Councils, in contrast with the constitutional provisions (Article 16), deny the right to reside and move freely within the national territory to so-called "nomads" or "gipsies". In this tragic situation Roma from Slovenia, Bosnia, Yugoslavia, Romania, Poland, Hungary are suffering all that extremely discriminatory policies. Entire families flee from their native lands due to ethnic conflicts
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and civil wars and Italy denies them the most basic rights. Roma ABRUZZESI and MOLISANI (also extended to the north of Campania and Puglia, Lazio and all the "colonies" in Umbria, Tuscany, Emilia, Veneto, Alto Adige, Lombardia). Of all the Roma of the south and center of Italy, they joints as a result of refugees arberes'h (Albanians laws) immediately after the battle of Kosovo of 1392. This is the most traditionalist group and has preserved the use of romanì language. Their job was to traditional farming and trade in horses. The practice of chiromancy is much still diffused among rumrià (women), and often it's the only source of incoming for the families;



Roma NAPOLETANI (so-called Napulengre) Most of them are living in Naples, or in communities in the Parthenopean county or in most of the other provinces of Campania; Since the 70’s, they’ve been well- adjusted in the Campania’s economy. They crafted tools for fishing, they practiced itinerant ponies shows and trained little parrots for chiromancy;



Roma CILENTANI They’ve been allocated for centuries around the city of Salerno (Campania) in several centres, including a large community (approximately 800 Rom) at Eboli where some rumrià have reached high levels of education until graduation; They were named in official publications for their indispensable art of itinerant repairers of tools for countryside;



Roma LUCANI In the past, they were expert horse breeders and metal craftsmen, living throughout the Basilicata with some "colonies" in Cosenza. They are the most integrated community in the south of Italy



Roma PUGLIESI In Palo (Bari) is reported one of the oldest evidence of the presence of Roma Communities in Italy. They are just like their brothers lucani, but with a lower standard of life. rumrià still product small metal tools for the domestic economy and they often manage horse butchers. Traditionally they use to produce soap using the waste oil collected house to house.
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Roma CALABRESI Mostly present in all Calabrian provinces, except in Vibo, the Roma are certainly the poorest of our country; not less than 1,500 still live in slums, particularly in Reggio Calabria. In Catanzaro the standard of life of Roma communities is more precarious than the rest of the country.



Roma HARVATI They are a result of 2 world wars and “Ustascia” persecution. They're all living in the centre and north of Italy especially in eastern regions; The Roma Kalderasha is the last group who comes from an authentic semi - nomadic traditions. They are about 7,000 units totally.



Roma LOVARA Most of those Roma are Spanish or French citizens but they stay very long periods throughout Italy, for economic reasons; however, there are also some small groups of Lovara Yugoslavian, Swedish and stateless. They are not more than 1,000 units.



The Roma and Sinti in Italy are about 170,000 We intend for ROMA those people arrived in Italy from 1967 from Yugoslavia, especially Bosnia-Herzegovina by Serbia, Kosovo and Macedonia and more recently by Romania, while in Novara lives a community of Polish Roma and places like Rome and Calabria appeared the first Roma Bulgarians community; in South Tyrol is reported the first presence of Roma Czechs and Moldavian.



ROMA “JUGOSLAVIAN” Khorakhanè and dasikhanè are living in all Italian regions, except for Basilicata and Molise.



Roma KHORAKHANE'(MUSLIM ROMA) "Cergarija" vlasenicaqi (cerga in Serbo-Croatian = tent); Since 1967 in Milan, they live in large communities in the north and centre of Italy; They are all comes from a Bosnian town called Vlasenica. Cergarija "crna gora" (Montenegro) They are great coppersmiths; in the last fifty years they all immigrated in Bosnia, Croatia and Herzegovina. "Shiftarija" and "mangiuppi" (shiftar = eagle, the symbol of Albania)
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Most of them comes from Kosovo, but some of them comes from Macedonia and Montenegro; They are throughout the country and constitute the most largest group of Roma in Italy; khorakhanè are the only ones that have a hierarchy and religious training. Some of their communities live in houses even in Italy. "Kaloperija" (from mixed families and tie up to cergarija vlasenicaqi) Especially among khorakhanè communities their chidren have no education, often because their parents are little more than adolescents and they have no education too.



Roma DASIKHANE' (Christian – Orthodox – serbs) "Kanjarija" (and similar groups: mrznarija, busniarija, bulgarija, arlija, bankulesti) Like crna gora they all comes from a country (in this case Serbia), but afterwards immigrate in other ones (Macedonia and Croatia). They live only in Naples and in Sicily. They are strongly traditionalists in the setting of social life, they also take care of marital alliances. Only Arlija currently do not use romanì language. There are many of kanjarija who have built their multilevel homes in suburbs of cities. "Rudari" (Romanian word that corresponds to the Latin word “gens” people) They are immigrated from Romania to Serbia about a century ago bringing with them the use of Romanian language and abandoning the romanès. They were ursari and generally they were working in circus. They all come from Kragujevac, where they were included in the industrial workforce; they live in the north and centre of Italy.



Romanian Roma At first they immigrated from Timisoara and Craiova (where in the meantime many of their houses were burned by neonazist gangs), now they come from Romania and, more generally, from Eastern Europe; there is a continuous exodus. It is in fact estimated that 2 million and half of Roma are living in Romania – this is the largest community in Europe. The largest communities in Italy are allocated in Rome, Milan, Naples, Bologna, Bari, Catania, Cosenza and Genoa. But now they are all over Italy. The children education in this community is about of 3%. The Romanians Roma in Italy are now around 60.-70,000 units.
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January 2008 European Conference for Roma population Franco Frattini (Vice-President of. the European Commission) Kasim Cizmic –UNIRSI President and ERTF Delegate Balo Cizmic –UNIRSI Secretary



Holocaust of Roma in Italy during the Nazi Period (by Ornella Sinigaglia) The origins of the Roma people persecution in Italy should probably be found in the Fascist period (1922-1945). In fact, Roma became objet of discrimination in 1926, when the government felt that Italy had a “Gypsy problem”. According to Giovanna Boursier, who studied the Roma conditions during the Fascist and Nazi period in Italy, «in terms of the law, the Roma do not seem to have been included in the regime’s racial policies», but in fact they were persecuted. There are no complete, reliable data on the Roma victims of the fascist persecution, nor it is possible to clarify the reasons of the discrimination. Researchers face great difficulties in reconstructing what happened and where. They can only count on scattered documents and oral testimonies collected over time. The available documents show the theorising on the supposed “Gipsy threat”. In 1926, a circular of the Ministry of the Domestic Affairs
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ordered the expulsion of all «foreign Gypsies» in order to «cleanse the country of Gypsy caravans which, needless to recall, constitute a risk to safety and public health by virtue of the characteristic Gypsy lifestyle». «All of them, even those claiming to be Italian at the time of their arrest, were expelled, re-arrested and expelled again in the period from 1928 to 1940», states Boursier in a short essay published by the Council of Europe. The racial laws against Jews were approved in September 1938. Formally, they were not intended to hit the Roma community too, but Roma were targeted by policies on law and order. There are two phases of the Roma persecutions, says Boursier. The first is prior to September 1940: Roma were expelled from the country and dumped at the border. Of course, they came across the border almost immediately more than once. The second phase is between 1940 and 1943. On September 11, 1940, an internment order was extended to Italians too. A circular to all prefectures stated that “Gypsies” had to be holded throghout the country «under strict supervision in the most appropriate location in each province». The treatment reserved to Roma was «due to the fact they sometimes commit serious crimes because of their innate nature and methods of organization and due to the possibilitiy that among them there are elements capable of carrying out anti-national activities», states the circular. During the second phase, Roma were interned in camps. Some of them where sent to the Tremiti Island and in Sardinia. A quite large community was sent in Boiano, Agnona (both in Molise) and Tossicia (Abruzzo). In those camps they were the majority of the prisoners. Roma were interned in the biggest Italian camp at Ferramonti (Calabria) too, or sent to Austria and Germany. According to the personal files in the archives, those Roma internated (men, women, children) were itinerant market traders, horse breeders or coppersmiths and travelled to sell wicker baskets or embroidered cloths. In Boiano, prisoners were housed in the five sheds of an old tobacco factory, in conditions so inhumane that even the fascists sought to move them to other premises. Actually, Roma and Sinti were moved in August 1941, when the camp was closed. There were 65 of them. They were sent in Agnona, in a former Benedectine convent. Records show that the camp was used for Roma only and that the authorities opened a school «for the intellectual and religious education of minor children of Gypsies» interned there. According to a document of late April 1943, there were 146 “Gypsies”. Despite that document stated that everything was proceeding well, Tommaso Bogdan, a Rom now living in Rome, says his brother starved to death in Agnona and his parents
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did not survive their escape from the camp. The camp in Tossicia was opened in 1940 and closed in 1943, when Italy signed the armistice. In 1942, there were 142 Roma interned there. Actually we do not know much about how Roma lived and moved after 1943. There was at least one case of a transfer of Roma to Germany: the Levakovich family (mother, father and eight children) where transported in 1994 after six years of “free internment” (compulsory residence) in Ravenna. Some others fled the camps and joined up with the partisans and the Resistance.



Chief Rabbi Riccardo Segni visiting the camp of Candoni (Rome) Kasim Cizmic –UNIRSI President and ERTF Delegate Balo Cizmic –UNIRSI Secretary
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UNIRSI International and National Union of Roma and Sinti In Italy Federation of the Associations and the Autonomous Groups of Roma and Sinti in Italy European and Roma Travellers Forum from Strasbourg



REPORT



This report is a summary of facts occurred from May 2008 and it’s based almost solely on what it says in the newspapers chronicles. The aim is to provide the image of what's happened also with a view to understand what impact might have had. In May of 2008 seems to be exploded the so-called " Roma emergency " following an alleged kidnapping of a six months baby by a 16 years old Roma girl(fact happened on May the 10th at Ponticelli, east of Naples). The event sparked off the violent reaction of the population that begun to lash out against the local community of Roma: two days after the alleged abduction, in fact, three persons set on fire the camp and then started many episodes of violence against the Roma population.



The law Following the alarm raised by the facts of Ponticelli, on May 21 was declared a "state of emergency" in relation to gipsy settlements communities in the regions of Campania, Lazio and Lombardia. The Italian Government prepared a so - called "public order package" which includes particularly strong measures against irregular migrants.
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Considered the extremely critical situation, due to the presence of many irregular migrants and nomads who are permanently settled in urban areas; Considered that these settlements, because of their extreme precariousness, resulted in a situation of serious concern, with possible serious recoil in terms of public order and security for local people; Considered the situation in the territory of the city of Milan, where the presence of nomads is estimated at about 6000 units; Given the particular shape of the urban city of Milan, where the borders of many towns arrive in an area very close to urban perimeter, with consequent inability to adopt solutions aimed at a sustainable distribution of nomadic communities without the involvement of all local authorities concerned; Considered that also the provinces of Naples and Rome are in the same situation of high criticality, because there is a high presence of nomadic communities in urban and surrounding areas, with largely unauthorized settlements; Considered that the above situation led to several episodes that put in serious danger public order and safety; Considered that such a situation, involving various levels of government land for intensive extension, is not easy to face with the tools provided by ordinary legislation; Given the "Pact for Milan's safety ", signed on 2007 May 18, by the prefect and the mayor of Milan; Having regard to the "Pact for Rome's safety" signed on 2007 May 18, by the prefect of Rome, the chairman of Lazio region, the chairman of the province and the mayor of Rome; Viewed the notes of 2008 May 14 and 16, whereby the Minister of Home Affairs, representing the hard situation, requesting the urgent adoption of measures of an exceptional nature; Considered necessary the use of extraordinary powers for overcoming the emergency review, and, in this case, the conditions referred to Article. 5, paragraph 1 of Law on February 24, 1992, n. 225;



Given the deliberations of the Council of Ministers adopted at its
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meeting on May 21, 2008. The italian prime minister, Silvio Berlusconi, declare until May 31, 2009, "the state of emergency in relation to nomads communities settlements in the territory of the regions of Campania, Lombardia and Lazio", within the meaning and the effects art. 5, paragraph 1 of Law of February 24, 1992, n. 225. The May 30, 2008 were signed three provisions of the Prime Minister who appointed the prefects of Milan (Gian Valerio Lombardi), Napoli (Alessandro Pansa) and Rome (Carlo Mosca) "commissioners for the implementation of all interventions needed to overcome the state of emergency ". In particular, the second paragraph of Article 2. 1, says "the commissioner provides the necessary measures to protect health and the environment, ensuring the accomplishment of the following initiatives: a) to estabilish a program of action for overcoming of the emergency; b) monitor the authorized camps in which are living gipsy communities and to identificate of abusive settlements; c) identification and census of persons, including children, and families in places listed in b) using surveys reporting; d) to adopt the necessary measures, using the Police, against persons listed in b); e) programming to find other suitable sites for construction of camps where the existing ones fail to meet the housing needs f) adoption of measures aimed to clearing out occupied lands by unauthorized settlements; g) restore minimum levels of social benefits and health; h) interventions aimed to encourage social inclusion of people moved in the authorized camps , with particular care to support measures and projects for children, and to support measures to fight the phenomenon of unlicenced trade, begging and prostitution; i) promotion and monitoring of initiatives allowed to facilitate education, work and housing l) adoption of any measure useful and necessary for overcoming the emergency. In addition, as required by art. 2, "for best effectiveness of actions on its own jurisdiction, commissioners may activate the necessary
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cooperation with the Regions, with other public institutions and with the Italian Red Cross " To ensure full effectiveness of the actions and initiatives under this order, the commissioner is assisted by police, by the prefects of other territory involved in the emergency review, by the head of Police and other appropriate authorities ensuring full cooperation for the implementation of measures. It should be noted, finally, that for each of the tasks were allocated 1.000.000,00 euros from the budget of the Presidency of the Council of Ministers. Additional funding, specific paragraph of Article 3. 4,are made avalaible by Commissioner after the quantification of the results of preliminary activities. Minister of Home Affairs Roberto Maroni announced that within the census of residents in the nomads camps, fingerprinting would have been extended to persons under 18 years old, specifying that this would not be a ethnic filing, "but a further guarantee for the protection of their rights". The minister had also specified: "We also fingerprints of minors to prevent phenomenon such as begging. So you can chase away those who do not have the right to remain in our country and do not have secure living conditions, to those who have every right to stay". According to data of the Viminale, the Roma population would be around 152,000 persons, of which 37% (or about 56,000) are Italians.



Milan: census even in camps with badges According with Lombardy Region, nomads who are living in this territory are about 80.000. In Milan there are 12 authorized camps; in 2 of them (Via Barzaghi e Via Triboniano), residents have badges and they have many restriction because of the so – called “Law and Social pact”. Residents can’t host any people without forewarn. In many cases the clear out of the camps split families in two. Men and women are divided and women with child have different and quickest housing solutions.
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Rome: fingerprints for children According to estimation prepared by the prefect Carlo Mosca after May 30, abusive settlements throughout the region are approximately between 85 and 100. In the territory of Rome, however, there are 20 authorized camps, where live between 14,000 and 15,000 people and 40% of them is less than 14 years old. The June 30, about a month before Rome began the filing of nomads in the camps, the prefect had raised doubts about the need to detect fingerprints for children: "So as we don't take the fingerprints for a passport to Italians minors, so I don’t understand why we must do so with Roma children.



The police clear out a camp in Testaccio (Rome) occupied by a community of Italian Sinti
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Nomad camp in Tor di Quinto (Rome) where the roma who killed Patrizia Reggiani was living



The Minister Roberto Maroni prepared a meeting with the three commissioners for emergencies and the head of Cabinet, Giuseppe Procaccini. Also the current mayor of Rome, Gianni Alemanno, is opposed to the fingerprinting of Roma children. After the protest European parlamentarians against the security package the Minister Roberto Maroni clarify: "In front of the polemics of these days I want to clarify that it never provided any census for the Roma, that is a measure which I never talked about because it would be on an ethnic basis.”



The Mayor of Rome Gianni Alemanno and UNIRSI president and ERTF Delegate Kasim Cizmic
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PRESS RELEASE - European Center for Antiziganism Research (Hamburg july 14, 2008) "The European Center for Antiziganism Research based in Hamburg, Germany, condemns in the strongest possible terms the involvement of the Italian Red Cross in assisting the Italian Government in the ethnic registration and profiling of Roma. We urge members of European Civil Society to condemn this action of the Italian Red Cross and to pressure the Red Cross (internationally) to demand that their Italian division withdraw from this involvement. The registration of minorities is contrary to European Data and Minority Protection legislation in Italy, and the European Parliament itself passed a resolution against the fingerprinting of Roma in Italy. The decision of the Italian Red Cross to assist the Italian government in singling out the Roma for registration and profiling is chillingly reminiscent of Red Cross collaborations with the Nazis during the Second World War in the reistering, deportations and destruction of Roma lives. Moreover, today these actions are being validated by arguments that are similar to those of Nazi German, which state that Roma and Sinti need to be controlled as a means of "crime prevention". We ask every Board and Organizational Structure of the Red Cross to condemn the actions of the Italian Red Cross which support the current Italian government's recent measures towards Roma. We request an official Statement from the International Red Cross, as a matter of urgency, condemning the behaviour of the Italian Red Cross for their support of the policies of the Italian Government. We demand an immediate interdiction of this support for the Italian police in ethnic profiling and registrations of Roma. Furthermore, we urge members of European Civil Society to pressure the Red Cross by withdrawing their support, and stopping their financial support to its activities."
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Italian Red Cross cooperate to fingerprint



and catalogue



Roma population



Naples: fingerprint taken to boys between 14 and 18 years In Naples the census began on June 19 and within less than two weeks had led to the identification of 5,500 Roma, cataloguing photographs and fingerprints of people older than 14 years old .



Nomad camp in Naples
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900 people were filed in four camps of Naples and Rome (Scampia, Casoria, Caivano and Torre del Greco), In Naples fingerprints are taken to children, but only to those who is at least 14 years old. For the youngest just a birth certificate or health card is necessary. There is no anger among the Roma. There is no tension by policemen. Indeed no one wear uniforms, and Roma cooperate with them.



Two Romas filed in Naples
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During this period (May, 2008) the Council of Europe's Commissioner for human rights Thomas Hammarberg criticised the "public order package", asking the italian authorities to provide informations on the situation expecially about the treatment of Roma, considering the attacks on Roma people in Naples and Rome. He said that he recognises a need for this law to be adopted, but that he warns that the legislation should pay considerable attention to human rights for immigrants. Talking about some measures apparently aimed specifically at the Roma (such as making it a crime to make children beg, punishable by up to three years in prison) he also said "arrest should be used against criminals, which immigrants are not".



The Council of Europe's Commissioner for human rights Thomas Hammarberg visits the camp of Casilino 900 (Rome) Balo Cizmic –UNIRSI Secretary



Thomas Hammarberg published a report based on his visit to Rome in June 19 and 20, after a series of anti-Roma protests (occasionally very violent)and after the rapid adoption of a legislation which aimed to introduce further controls of the freedom movements of Roma and also introduce addictional restriction on immigration. After the visit, the Commissioner was concerned about the Minister of Interior proposals to fingerprint Roma people of all ages. In particular, he spoke out against the discriminatory nature of this measure, especially as regards children. The "security package" appears to target Roma immigrants and the Commissioner sayd "Roma are in urgent need of protection of their human rights, including their social rights, such as the right to adequate housing and education" and "Adopting the 19
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state of emergency and providing greater powers to the "Special Commissioner and the police, is not the right approach to deal with the needs of Roma and Sinti populations". He also expressed his serious concern at the extension of the state of emergency to the whole territory He also recommended: •



to effort the authorities to reinforce the antidiscrimination.



•



to ensure a prompt reaction of the authorities to condemn strongly and publicly all statements, irrespective of their origin, that generalize and stigmatise certain ethnic or social groups, such as Roma and Sinti or migrants. Authorities should also see that their own initiatives, including new security packages, cannot be construed as facilitating or encouraging the objectionable stigmatisation of the same groups.



•



the attention of the authorities is drawn to ECRI’s General Policy Recommendation N° 7 on National Legislation to combat Racism and Racial Discrimination (13/12/2002). The authorities should review and codify anti-discrimination legislation so that it becomes more accessible and applicable. In addition, the Commissioner recommends that the authorities urgently review Law 85/2006 and restore the more severe sentences earlier provided for racist activities.



•



special efforts should also be made in the field of the combat against racism and racial discrimination at school, taking into consideration ECRI’s General Policy Recommendation N° 10 on Combating Racism and Racial Discrimination in and through School education9. Such efforts may well be framed in a national human rights action plan whose adoption is highly recommended by the Commissioner. In this context, the Commissioner appreciates that during his visit the Minister of Interior accepted – and later shared with the Minister of Education - the former’s proposal to examine the possibility of translating into Italian and disseminating at schools the Factsheets on Roma History, prepared by the Council of Europe Directorate General of Education, Culture and Heritage, Youth and Sport (DG IV). Moreover, noting with interest that an ad hoc plan will be launched in September with the aim to help integrate Roma people, the Commissioner wishes to receive further information on the developments and implementation of this plan



The Commissioner also noted with concern that Roma and Sinti have been excluded from Law 482/1999 on the protection of historical linguistic minorities, on the grounds that they had no links with any specific area. In Italy it seems to be widely, and erroneously, held that Roma and Sinti
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are “nomads” who prefer to live in camps. In this regard, it has also been noted that Italy has signed (on 27 June 2000) but not as yet ratified the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages



European Roma and Travellers Forum - Press Release Protest Note toward Italian Government - Srazburg, july 10 Mr.Rutko Kawczynnski, President of the European Roma and Travellers Forum, delivered to, Mr Pietro Lonardo, Permanent Representative of Italy at the Council of Europe a protest note requesting to stop the anti-Roma action of the Italian authorities on fingerprinting Roma living in the camps across the country, brushing aside the concerns of the European Institutions and International Organisations. Similar activities to his one are not only a threat to the Roma Community. These activities remind us of the Nazi and Fascist periods in the early 1930,when Roma/Sinti and Jews were singled out for Discrimination and persecution leading finally ti the genocide of millions of innocent people. Nowadays this is a serious threat to the future of the Europeans, to democracy and the rule of law. Mr.Kawczynski write in the protest note addressed to the Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi. The protest note, written on behalf of 15 million Roma urges the Italian authorities to stop its anti-Roma activities immediately and to undertake all necessary measures to stop Anti-Roma programs and ensure safe and secure life of all Roma living in Italy as well as the full implementation of international laws and standards. We believe that also the International Institutions, such as the European Commission, the European Parliament, the Council of Europe, OSCE and the United Nations should take a stand and condemn the actions of the Italian Governmment as inhumane and unacceptable, Mr Kawczynski said as a closing remark of the protest note. The European Roma and Travellers Forum has been looking very closely at the incidents of violent attacks on the settlements in Italy ,Police brutality and violations, hate speech in which hundreds of Roma have been forced to run for fear of their life. The European Roma and Travellers Forum (ERTF), which has partnership agreement with the Council of Europe and a special status with this institution, is the Europe largest and most inclusive Roma Organisation. It brings together Europe’s main International Roma-NGO and more than 1,500 national Roma organisations from most of the Council of Europe member states.
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Security: UE Committee " italian rules"



measures on nomads don't violate



Barrot said: "there is not a systematic collection of fingerprints" Brussels, September 4. -- (Adnkronos / Aki) - The package of measures adopted by the Italian government to respond to the emergency of nomads in Italy does not violate the EU rules - said in Brussels Michele Cercone, spokesman for Jacques Barrot - European Commissioner for Justice Freedom and Security . Responding to those who asked whether the European Commission had concluded the evaluation of the report that the Italian government has sent to Brussels last August 1, the spokesman said that in Italy "there is not a systematic collection of fingerprints" in the nomad camps. Above all, he also said: "fingerprinting, has the only purpose to identify people when they are not in possession of a document."



Assessor for social policies Belviso (currently government)at the presentation of requests by the ERTF and UNIRSI to Italian Government



The following document was presented to both the previous government (so – called Amato’s government) and the government currently in office (Berlusconi’s government)
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UNIRSI International and National Union of Roma and Sinti In Italy Federation of the Associations and the Autonomous Groups of Roma and Sinti in Italy European and Roma Travellers Forum from Strasbourg



European Roma Travel Forum Council of Europe Batiment G – 1 quai Jacoutot F-67075 Strasbourg



U.N.I.R.S.I 18 Piazza Antonio Meucci 00146 Rome RM Italy



The UNIRSI Association (International and National Union of Roma and Sinti In Italy), based in Rome, registered in the Associations and legal entities that act in the field of discrimination, official Italian component of the ERTF, European Roma Travellers Forum, in partnership with the “Roma Union”, an international organization recognised by ONU since 1979, given the worsening of the cohabitation conditions in Italy during the last years, recognised by the International and European Agencies and recently discussed in the European Parliament



PROPOSES AND REQUIRES to the Italian Government and to all the Regional, Provincial and Communal governments



1. More respect and better knowledge regarding the Roma and Sinti community in Italy a. Better knowledge of the different origins and stories of the Communities existent in Italy, through a real national participatory population census and an official recognition of their Holocaust.
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b. Separation between the individual responsabilities and the collective ones of a Community for the individual delinquent acts. c. Direct involvement of the Communities representatives both at the national level and also the local level in order to confront the problems and find solutions with full coresponsability.



2. Application of the Directives and the European and Italian Laws for the Communities a. Respect and effective application of the European Directives for the Roma populations b. Use of European Funds in order to support and encourage the national cohabitation in Italy c. Recognition of the Linguistic Minorancy “Romanès” (like in Spain and France) d. Recognition of the Italian Citizenship to those who are entitled to e. Regularization of the Staying Permits and of the Statelessness



3. Improvement of the Living and Cohabitation Conditions in the Italian cities a. Dwelling replacement of the “nomad” camps with: •



equipped stop areas for the families that are still nomad



•



equipped areas for no more than 250 persons ( about 35-40 families ) for the groups that were displaced from the ilegal camps and also from the legal camps that were too big



•



rented social housing facilitated for the families with Italian citizenship (current and to be obtained as a right)



b. Work • • •



facilitate the insertion in the work field of men and women in any domain facilitate the professional formation and the literacy of the persons of age facilitate the valorisation of the traditional handcraft and
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of the professional competences c. Education • facilitate the insertion of the children and teenagers in the neighbourhood’s schools in a true real collaboration with the Roma families and the families of the other pupils d. Social Assistance and Health • improvement of the sanitary conditions in the current camps and areas • improvement of the social assistance for the elder people, for the disabled and for the chronic sick people. e. Culture and Communication • improvement of the national and local information for all the Italian citizens regarding the Roma Communities, against the racism and the xenofobia • -creating initiatives of communication in the Romanès language (radio and television) in order to facilitate the knowledge, the cohabitation and the mutual respect • -facilitate the reevaluation of old Roma cultural and artistic traditions of various origins through events and national and local public activities. We also ask •



that Italy access to European funding earmarked for assistance of the Roma population



•



a greater involvement of the European Parliament about the problems of the Roma population who live in Italy, also through the increased using of existing instruments as the European Roma Travellers Forum
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